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On a new environment, it runs from source or binary. The aim of OmniGlyph is to ease the management of most of the glyphs
used in word processing. OmniGlyph is based on character generator (GTK+) and a small set of fonts. History OmniGlyph was
developed by Frédéric Martin in 2002, and added to the CVS of free software like KDE. Its development was interrupted by the
bankruptcy of CVS contributor and by his departure to Montargis. In 2007, Martin released OmniGlyph-V6 Full. V6 is a word
processor engine specialized for formats with a UTF-8 encoding, but it is fully Unicode. It adds the Unicode character set in a
way that simplifies the management of this large set of characters. The project was renamed to Glade. Compatibility
OmniGlyph can be used in any C/C++ program linked to GTK+. It is compatible with GTK+ 1 and 2. Supported formats
ODF.doc and.xls documents EPUB 3 .epub documents OpenDocument Format (ODF) is a standard file format for representing
office-like documents. It is a free and open XML format. Documents formatted in ODF are more compact and highly portable
than those using Microsoft's proprietary formats and contain many additional features to help ensure that information is not lost
during transfer. OpenDocument Text (.odt) OpenDocument Drawings (.odg) Microsoft Open XML Forms (.docx)
OpenDocument Presentation (.odp) OpenOffice.org's Portable Document Format (PDF) .pdf documents Microsoft Office 2007
Office Open XML (.xlsx) Fonts In addition to a good number of free and commercial fonts, OmniGlyph includes a small set of
precomposed glyphs for text processing (about 50 glyphs). images. References External links Category:Open-source typefaces
Category:Free type-management software Category:Free word processors Category:Free graphics software Category:Free
software programmed in C#pragma once #include "yaml-cpp/yaml.h" #include struct Config; struct Decoder { // XML
Decoder(const Config& conf);
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